
 

Czech Republic 

Departures from Spring 2021 

Moving Encounters, Exploring the World 
 

Since 1992, 145 countries, 6 continents 
 

An industry leader for nearly 30 years, Classical Movements is happy to now 

offer additional tours for individuals and small groups, enabling lovers of the 

arts to travel around the world and experience the finest of local culture. 

 

Made famous by the iconic Queen song, the idyllic countryside of western Czech 

Republic, historically known as Bohemia, is home to dozens of medieval castles 

and churches. The rolling hills and peaceful forests of the region are dotted with 

red-roofed villages that are easily at home on postcards and in photography 

books. Not only that, as a crossroads of Europe, the region has played host to 

dozens of composers, from Mozart to Dvorak, and to this day is a hotbed of 

music and culture. Spend a week in the town of Tabor, an easy distance from all 

the most picturesque vistas of Czechia. Let the landscapes of Bohemia refresh 

and inspire you. 



PRICE does not include airfare or airport transfers 

From $2,695.00 per person 

Prices are for small-group tours of 20 passengers. Bookings and pricing for individual 

groups of 2 or more passengers available on request.  

Prices subject to change based on fluctuations in the travel industry due to COVID-19. 
 

DATES 

May 5-11, 2021 | September 22-28, 2021 | December 15-21, 2021 

Date ranges indicate start of services to end of services and hotel nights provided. Extra 

nights can be booked on an individualized basis for additional cost. 
 

INCLUSIONS 

 6 nights in 4-star hotels including breakfast 

 Exclusive welcome and farewell dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or  

local specialty) 

 Three other meals, lunches or dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or  

local specialty) 

 Expert Classical Movements Tour Manager and engaging local tour guides 

 Modern motor coaches or mini-bus depending on group size 

 Sightseeing tours and entrances to top sites and cultural activities. Substitutions as per 

the final itinerary.  

 City tours of the picturesque Bohemian towns of Tabor, Kutna Hora, and  

Cesky Krumlov 

 Visit to the totally unique Bone Church near Kutna Hora 

 A tour of the Gothic fortress of Karlstejn Castle 

 Tour of a historic brewery in Pilsen 

 Insider experience of Bohemian crystal-making 

 Insider Classical Movements Experiences 

 Backstage tour of the Oskar Nedbal Opera House  in Tabor 

 Walking tour of Tabor with a prominent local resident 

 Private recital in Tabor by fine local musicians 

 Special tour throughout Bohemia featuring hotspots of the region’s classical 

music history 

 Tips to guides and drivers 

 Customized tour app to view your trip details including accommodations, 

transportation, activities, daily tour itinerary, travel guides, performance and cultural 

event details, trip journal, and other helpful travel tools, maps and more.  

 

   PRICING, DATES, and INCLUSIONS (Subject to change) 


